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Welcome.
Välkomnen.

Orgalim General Assembly
Stockholm, Sweden

Join the conversation at #EUindustry
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Malte Lohan, Director General, 
Orgalim – Europeʼs Technology 
Industries

I am delighted to welcome you to Orgalimʼs 2022 summer General 
Assembly, hosted in Stockholm by our Swedish member Teknikföretagen.

In these times of deep geopolitical tensions, economic uncertainty 
and climate emergency, the role our industries play in Europe is more 
important than ever. This General Assembly is therefore a key moment, 
not only to set the agenda for Orgalim, but also to come together as 
leaders of Europeʼs technology industries to address the tremendous 
opportunities and the pressing challenges ahead. 

After more than two years of pandemic we are excited to be meeting in 
person and for this occasion we have put together an exceptional agenda. 
Day one centres around our conference on the theme of Sustainability. 
Innovation. Competitiveness., for which Iʼm very pleased we will be 
joined by the Executive Vice President of the European Commission, 
Margrethe Vestager, and the Swedish Minister for Business, Industry 
and Innovation, Karl-Petter Thorwaldsson. Day two is dedicated to the 
formal items of the agenda (Policy Committees and Business Agenda). 
Teknikföretagen has also prepared a rich social programme, maximising 
the opportunities to exchange insights and connect with peers from 
across the continent.

Stockholm, known for its innovative spirit, is the perfect place to 
have these conversations, and my heartfelt thanks go to our host 
Teknikföretagen for their hospitality. I am sure this will be an inspiring 
and productive General Assembly and I look forward to sharing this time 
together with you all. 

See you in Stockholm! 

Welcome Orgalim.
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It is with both great honour and pride that Teknikföretagen and 
Sweden are hosting the Orgalim General Assembly in 2022.  

The General Assembly is one important, step towards a Europe 
with a clear and vital industrial strategy. A strategy where the 
European industry is an integral force in the work to tackle many of 
the challenges that all European countries today are facing. Where 
technology makes the world a better place. Teknikföretagen and 
the Swedish industry are eager to be part of this. 

We are looking forward to meeting our colleagues from all over 
Europe. While you are in Sweden, we will take the opportunity to 
present to you some exciting examples of industrial innovation. 
And last but not least, give you the opportunity to see some of the 
best sites in our capital, Stockholm.

Welcome to Sweden! 

Klas Wåhlberg,
CEO, Teknikföretagen

Welcome 
Teknikföretagen.
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Teknikföretagen (The Association of Swedish Engineering 
Industries) is an employersʼ organisation, and a force for 
innovation. We are present throughout Sweden and assist 
4,200 engineering companies in labour law and industry issues, 
enabling them to focus on developing world-class goods and 
services. Engineering companies shape the future – and we help 
them to succeed.

Sweden and Europe are facing an age of unprecedented 
possibilities. New technology and new business models enable 
us to tackle the greatest challenges of our time. The Swedish 
engineering sector leads this development. 

Swedenʼs future is consequently closely interwoven with the 
future of the engineering sector. Partly because Swedenʼs labour 
market and welfare system are dependent on the success of 
business, and partly as it is the solutions adopted by business 
which will also form Swedenʼs solutions. Consequently, our focus 
should be on promoting innovation and development in business 
- for technology that makes the world a better place.

Our Host
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For over 60 years, Orgalim has invited the leaders of Europeʼs 
technology industries to come together twice a year for the 
associationʼs General Assembly. And over the decades, this 
event has become a valued platform for engaging on the latest 
European policy discussions, exchanging views and insights, and 
connecting with peers from across the continent. The General 
Assembly also serves an important statutory function: it is here 
where binding decisions are made on Orgalimʼs future priorities 
and actions for the year ahead. 

When the event is hosted by an Orgalim member, it gives 
participants a unique opportunity to get to know more about the 
technology industries and innovation in that country, network 
with senior company representatives from the region, and 
explore the sights and culture of the host city.

This summerʼs General Assembly returns to Stockholm, named 
the most innovative region in the EU in 2017. Hosted by The 
Association of Swedish Engineering Industries, Teknikföretagen, 
it promises to be a truly exciting, important and memorable 
event, with a dynamic programme of events.

Update

About the Orgalim 
General Assembly. 
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Monday - Wednesday, June 13 - 15 2022 
Scandic Continental

Orgalim General Assembly
13-15 June 2022

Programme
overview.

General Assembly Programme
Click here for full schedule

Innovation. Sustainability. Competitiveness.
Conference Programme
Click here for full schedule

Tuesday June 14 2022 
Epicenter

Walk from Scandic Continental to Epicenter

1) Scandic Continental, Vasagatan 22, 111 20 Stockholm, Sweden

2) Epicenter, Mäster Samuelsgatan 36 – S-111 57, Stockholm
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1) Scandic Continental hotel

2) Epicenter

3) SS Motala Express

4) Fjäderholmarna islands

Key landmarks.
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Epicenter
Epicenters are located in the heart of Stockholm, Oslo, Helsinki, 
and in Amsterdam. Members of the Epicenter community, who 
are entrepreneurs, fast growing digital companies and creative 
corporate initiatives, meet to collaborate, learn and grow their 
businesses. 

The concept and development of Epicenter arises from the 
founding teamʼs extensive knowledge in developing companies 
that are digitally innovative, and increasingly impactful. In order 
to achieve your growth and to make innovation happen faster, 
you need the right partners, tools and methods. This is where 
Epicenter comes in - founded in 2015 by entrepreneurs, for 
entrepreneurs.

S/S Motala Express boat
The S/S Motala Express, or ”The Prisoner of Vättern” as she 
was also called because she was too large to go through the 
locks, was built in 1895 and was in her time a miracle of modern 
technology. She traveled the canals at the amazing speed of 14 
knop and was luxuriously equipped with modern amenities such 
as water closets. In 2010, KG Knutsson liberated her from the 
prison of the locks, and made sure she was restored to her former 
glory. Motala Express is 36 metres long, holds 220 passengers, 
and still has her original steam engine.
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In the 19th century, Fjäderholmarna was of great importance 
during the brandy war between LO Smith and the new liquor 
monopoly in Stockholm. In the early 1920s, the Navy took 
over the islands to build an ammunition factory. The Royal 
Djurgårdens administration took over responsibility for 
Fjäderholmarna in 1982 and extensive renovation work has been 
carried out. Since 1995, Fjäderholmarna has been part of the 
Nationalstadsparken.

Fjäderholmarna islands
Fjäderholmarna is a popular and highly-regarded tourist 
destination for both Stockholmers and tourists. Here you can 
enjoy archipelago food, crafts and culture during the summer. 
Many artisans have studios and stores in the center of the 
island. Fjäderholmarna also provides a nice taste of the 
archipelago for people who have only a short time to explore.
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Event inquiries/registration

silvia.williams@orgalim.eu

Hotel registration

https://www.scandichotels.com/hotels/sweden/stockholm/scandic-continental

 Type code  BWOW120622

Hotel contact information

continental@scandichotels.com

Phone: +46-8-517 342 00

Conference, speakers and press information eugenia.forcat@orgalim.eu

hakan.eriksson@teknikforetagen.se

Information/tips about Stockholm

mikaela.stangebye@wowevents.se

Your contacts.
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At the hotel you can find a great gym with a lot of different 
services provided. After the workout, you can enjoy some relaxing 
time in the sauna at the hotel. There are also multiple spots 
that are perfect if you need to sit down and work, with free WIFI 
available. If youʼre in mood for a drink in a relax atmosphere you 
can also visit the rooftop bar at the hotel and enjoy a great view 
over the city.

Plan your vist.
Accommodation

Scandic Continental
Scandic Continental hotel has a modern and minimalist style in 
the heart of the city. Its location is a real asset, with direct access 
to the Arlanda Express, the fast train connecting Arlanda Airport 
and the central train station in only 20 minutes. The hotel is close 
by to shopping areas, culture, entertainment and restaurants; 
popular attractions such as the Old Town, the Opera, City Hall 
and Stockholm Castle are also all nearby. 
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Airports 
All four of Stockholmʼs airports are connected to downtown 
Stockholm by airport coaches as well as municipal alternatives. 
From Stockholm Arlanda-Airport you can also choose the 
high-speed train service Arlanda Express.

Stockholm Arlanda Airport

Stockholm-Arlanda Airport is located 40 kilometers (25 miles) 
north of Stockholm City.

The Arlanda express train takes you from Arlanda Airport to the 
city center. The platform is easily accessible, underneath the 
arrival terminals. Departures every 15 minutes (for most of the 
day). Travel time: 20 minutes. All trains offer free wifi.

Flygbussarna Airport Coaches depart every 10–15 minutes 
between Arlanda Airport and the City Terminal (located next to 
the Central Station). Travel time from Arlanda: 35–45 minutes. 
Buses also run to Liljeholmen via Karolinska, Fridhemsplan, and 
Södermalm (50 min) and to Brommaplan via Kista and Sundbyberg. 
(54 min). All buses offer free wifi.

Commuter trains (operated by the public transport company in 
Stockholm, SL) to Stockholm depart twice an hour from Arlanda 
Central Station in Sky City. Total travel time between the airport 
and Stockholm Central Station is 43 minutes.

There are also several companies operating buses from Arlanda, 
for example, Flixbus and Nettbus. 

Transportation
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Other airports

Bromma Stockholm Airport, Skavsta Airport, and Västerås Airport.

Flygbussarna Airport Coaches operates all airports, with 
departures timed with arrivals and departures at the airports. 
Travel time: 20 minutes (Bromma), 80 minutes (Skavsta) and 80 
minutes (Västerås).

Taxi
Taxi services are available at Stockholm Arlanda Airport and 
Bromma Airport. Travel time from Stockholm Arlanda Airport: app 
40 minutes, depending on the time of day. From Bromma Airport: 
app 15 minutes, depending on the time of day. Credit cards are 
readily accepted

Please note: Taxi fares in Sweden arenʼt regulated, which means 
that prices can vary significantly between companies. With this in 
mind, we recommend that you use the services of well-known firms 
like Taxi Stockholm, Taxi 020 and Taxi Kurir.
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Stockholm is known as one of the most inclusive and welcoming 
cities in the world. Its contemporary, urban appeal is balanced with 
centuries-old history and closeness to nature. As for the things to 
do in Stockholm, the list is endless.

Find out more: https://visitsweden.com/where-to-go/
middle-sweden/stockholm/

Did you know? 
• Ektorp is a sofa from IKEA. However, itʼs also a beautiful place
close to Stockholm.

• Most of Stockholmʼs metro stations (about 100) have been
artfully decorated with mosaics, sculptures and paintings.

• Stockholm, set on an archipelago of fourteen islands, is
connected by 57 bridges.

About Stockholm

Discover Stockholm.
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• 13th century Storkyrkan Cathedral in the Old Town (Gamla
Stan) is one of Stockholmʼs oldest buildings.

• The narrowest street in Gamla Stan (old town) is Mårten
Trotzigʼs alley, which measures a tiny 35 inches (approx. 90 cm)
at its narrowest point.

Stockholm – a hotspot for culture 
Stockholm offers a smorgasbord of art and culture, from 
world-class museums and historically fascinating royal palaces 
to niche galleries and intimate artist houses.

Nationalmuseum showcases an impressive art collection 
spanning sculpture, painting and objects dating back to the 
16th century. The imposing building, completed in 1866 and 
counting the Royal Palace as its neighbour, is a must-see in 
itself. Nevertheless, youʼll want to venture inside to view the 
newly restored interior, which took five years to complete and 
was unveiled in 2018.

On a more intimate scale, Hallwylska museet (Hallwyl Museum) 
enjoys an equally central location in the former 19th century 
home of Count and Countess von Hallwyl. The museum is 
Countess Wilhelminaʼs legacy, a testament to her extensive and 
slightly eccentric collection of art, furnishings, jewellery and 
more. 

The extraordinary maritime Vasa Museum is one of Stockholmʼs 
most popular attractions. Its crowning glory is the centuries-old 
ship The Vasa, which sank in 1628 and was recovered in 1961 – 
a dramatic and complex affair. It is the worldʼs best preserved 
17th-century ship and Scandinaviaʼs most visited museum.

Donʼt miss ArkDes, the Swedish Centre for Architecture and 
Design, housed within the same complex as the eminent 
Museum of Modern Art (Moderna Museet).
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Swedish innovations

Adjustable wrench

A staple in many toolboxes, the adjustable wrench or spanner, also 
popularly called ‘Monkey wrench‘ or ‘English key ,̓ often comes 
in very handy during do-it-yourself (DIY) projects. While the first 
iteration of this spanner was originally invented in 1842 by British 
engineer Richard Clyburn, todayʼs adjustable wrench, the ‘Swedish 
Key ,̓ is attributed to Johan Petter Johansson, a Swedish inventor 
who improved upon Clyburnʼs original concept and patented it in 
1891.

Digital healthcare

Swedish startups are leading the way in the global development 
of digital healthcare by providing access to different forms of 
healthcare through mobile, artificial intelligence (AI) and other 
technologies. KRY is a doctor–patient app that lets doctors and 
psychologists meet patients via video. It has garnered a lot of 
attention – and some controversy. The company works with the 
publicly funded national health systems of the countries where it 
operates, which so far include Sweden, Norway and Spain.
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Oat milk

The Nordic region offers great conditions for growing oats 
(read: it rains a lot), and Sweden is exploring different ways of 
using this healthy cereal. Swedish brand Oatly is perhaps best 
known for its non-dairy milk alternative. Oat milk was developed 

by the Lund University food scientist Rickard Öste, who founded 
Oatly in 1994. Since then, oat milk has become a staple at a 
range of supermarkets and coffee shops around the world. 
Swedish agricultural cooperative Lantmännen has also invested 
in research into oats. And itʼs not all about food products – a 
new research project is looking into creating furniture from oats!

The Karma app
We all know karma matters, right? Well, Karma can also 

transform food waste from a problem to an opportunity. Some 
Swedish entrepreneurs have launched an app called Karma. Via 
the app, supermarkets, restaurants and cafés can offer products 
that are about to expire at half price, instead of throwing them 
away. In just two years, Karma claims to have attracted 400,000 
users around Sweden and in London. The aim is reduced food 
waste on a national level by 2030.
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What to see in Stockholm

The old town

Gamla Stan, the Old Town, is one of the largest and 
best-preserved medieval city centres in Europe, and one of the 

foremost attractions in Stockholm. This is where Stockholm was 
founded in 1252.

Moderna Museet

Experience one of Europeʼs foremost collections of art from the 
twentieth century to today, featuring works by artists including 
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Picasso, Dali, Derkert, and Matisse. Moderna Museet is located 
on Skeppsholmen island, a setting of natural beauty. The building 
was designed by Spanish architect Rafael Moneo. Moderna takes 
an admission charge for visiting and temporary exhibitions but 
entry to the Moderna Museet Collection is free.

Address: Exercisplan 4, 111 49 Stockholm 

Fotografiska

Fotografiska is one of the worldʼs largest gathering places for 
modern photography and presents four unique main exhibitions 
and about 20 smaller exhibitions annually. In addition to the large 
exhibition area, there is a book and souvenir shop, a restaurant 

and a photo gallery. From the café on the top floor you can 
enjoy both good coffee and one of Stockholmʼs absolute best 
panoramic views.

Address: Stadsgårdshamnen 22, 116 45 Stockholm

Royal Djurgården

Djugården is beloved by both Stockhomers and visitors - a 
tranquil oasis in the middle of Stockholm. The island has been 
a possession of the crown since the 15th century. Like no other 
place in Stockholm it collects many of the cityʼs most famous 
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museums and cultural attractions (the Vasa Museum, Gröna 
Lund, the Abba museum and Skansen to name a few) with green 

nature, parks, and family-friendly activities. Djurgården can be 
reached by bus, tram or ferry from central Stockholm. Though on 
a beautiful summer day a walk along Strandvägen, from The Royal 
Dramatic Theatre to Djurgårdsbron, is highly recommended.

Skansen

Skansen is a favorite both among Stockholmers and visitors 
passing through. This is the oldest open-air museum in the world 
and also the Stockholm zoo, with animals native to Scandinavia. 
Skansen is beautifully located on Royal Djurgården and offers 
spectacular views over all of Stockholm. This is also a Sweden in 
miniature. 

Address: Djurgårdsslätten 49-51, Stockholm
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ABBA The Museum

ABBA The Museum is more than just a museum. Sure, the 
permanent exhibition is chock full of ABBA memorabilia like stage 

outfits, instruments, gold records, awards and much more. But itʼs 
also an interactive experience that invites you to sing, dance, mix 
music and try out virtual stage outfits.

Address: Djurgårdsvägen 68, Stockholm

Vasa Museum

Vasa is the worldʼs only preserved 16th-century ship and a unique 
art treasure. The ship consists of more than 95% of original 
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parts and is decorated with hundreds of carved sculptures. The 
69-metre-long Regal ship Vasa sank during its maiden voyage
in the middle of Stockholm in 1628 and was salvaged 333 years
later, in 1961. For almost half a century the ship has been slowly
and carefully restored to near original glory. The three masts on
the roof outside the custom-built museum show the height of the
shipʼs original masts. The Vasa Museum is today Scandinaviaʼs
most visited museum with over a million visitors annually.

Address: Galärvarvsvägen 14, Stockholm

Fjällgatan/The South of Stockholm 

Thanks to Stockholm being built on 14 islands and with barely 
any high-rise buildings, the city has a unique landscape. Itʼs 
mostly church spires that pierce through the otherwise almost 
unobstructed skyline. 

Kungsträdgården

Kungsträdgården, also known as Kungsan, is a park on Norrmalm 
in Stockholm. Kungsan is one of the oldest preserved public 
parks in Stockholm. In the spring, cherry trees bloom in the 
parkʼs northern part. A visit during the cherry blossom season 
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in the spring has become a tradition for many Stockholmers and 
visitors to the city. During the summer season, the park is well 

attended and the events succeed each other. In the wintertime, 
the ice skating rink around Karl XIIIʼs statue is a popular excursion 
destination for both skiers and crowds.

In the park you can also visit the Volvo showroom and enjoy a 
”Swedish Fika”. 

Shopping 

Åhléns

Close to Stockholm Central station youʼll find Åhléns City. Åhléns 
is Swedenʼs largest department store, with competitive prices 
for clothing, design, beauty and much more. At Åhléns youʼll find 
pretty much everything. 

Address: Klarabergsgatan 50, Stockholm

Biblioteksgatan

Biblioteksgatan has long been one of Stockholmʼs and Swedenʼs 
most exclusive shopping streets. Here in the area you will find 
many international brand stores. A cosy pedestrian street runs 
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from Norrmalmstorg to Stureplan. At Biblioteksgatan youʼll find 
luxury brands, good restaurants and coffeeshops, and some of 
Swedenʼs most popular brands like Acne, Filippa K and COS. 

NK

The gates to the department store on Hamngatan in Stockholm 
were opened in 1915. Since then, everything from iconic 
personalities to exclusive launches has undergone revision. No 

matter what happens at NK, the department store is known to be 
always one step ahead.

Address: Hamngatan 18-20, Stockholm 
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Svenskt Tenn

Svenskt Tenn is an interior design company with a shop, interior 
design studio and tea room on Strandvägen in Stockholm as 

well as a shop on the web. The company was founded in 1924 
by Estrid Ericson who was a drawing teacher and tin artist from 
Hjo. Swedish Tenn originally sold only tin items, but in 1930 the 
range was expanded to include an interior design department. 
The company has been a royal court supplier since 1928 and is 
owned by the Kjell and Märta Beijer Foundation, which promotes 
scientific research and culture.

Address: Strandvägen 5, Stockholm 

Mood Stockholm

Mood is a new and stylish mall with a focus on fashion and 
design. In the galleria youʼll find boutiques like Rodebjer and Posh 
Living along with famous international brands recently established 
in Sweden, including Ralph Lauren and Club Monaco. 
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When youʼre ready for a shopping break you can enjoy a 
delicious meal in one of the popular restaurants (Boqueria, 
Vigårda, E.A.T) or enjoy the modern art that adorns the walls. 

Mood Stockholm is on Regeringsgatan on the block that 
connects the Hamngatan and Bibliotekstan shopping districts.

Address: Regeringsgatan 48, Stockholm

Food 

Traditional Swedish food

Swedenʼs differing North and South delicacies sandwich 
together in the countryʼs capital to offer diners an exhibition of 
delights. Explore the intricacies of a not-so-typical meat and 

potatoes dinner washed down with malty ale, or learn about 
the passed-down traditions of curing and smoking salted and 
dill-rubbed fish. Your ultimate dining adventure awaits with these 
10 items you must try in Stockholm.

Meatballs

The Swedish meatball, or Kottbullar, populates overcrowded 
IKEA snack bars, childrenʼs school lunch plates and restaurants 
of every calibre. The meatball rolled across the globe over 
a period of centuries, establishing comfortable popularity 
throughout Europe, but it found a special place in Nordic 
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countries. In Sweden, fan-favourite meatballs lounge in pools 
of brown gravy next to complementary sides like mashed 
potato, pickles and lingonberries.

Crayfish

The song of cracking crustacean shells hangs in Stockholmʼs 
summer air. Warm weather means crayfish parties thick with 
laughter and seafood for Swedes. Wear festive paper hats 
and plastic bibs while slurping out the cold white meat of 
the salty summer delicacy. The lean meat not only makes a 
nutritious meal, but also acts as a glue that brings family and 
friends together during the balmy summer months.

Toast Skagen

Shellfish isnʼt just a summer phenomenon. This starter 
consists of a mixture of prawns, mayo, dill and lemon that 
sits on a piece of crunchy bread, all topped with an elegant 

dome of fish roe. Try this cold, fishy appetizer for a taste of 
Swedenʼs love for all things ocean.

Herring

Herring in many forms (pickled / fried / fermented) has long 
been the backbone of fish cookery in Sweden. Many towns, 
especially on the west coast, only survived because of the 
herring fishing industry.

Pickled herring plays a central role to many Swedish festivals 
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forming, for instance, the first course of a julbord (Christmas 
buffet) and is essential when celebrating Swedish Midsummer 
accompanied by the seasonʼs first new potatoes. The herring 
are first salted and then pickled in a mixture of vinegar, water, 
sugar and spices. Every Swedish chef has their own favourite 
mixture and many chefs delight in inventing new recipes every 
year!

Surströmming (fermented Baltic herring) is one of Swedenʼs 
most infamous products and is especially popular in northern 
Sweden.

Surströmming is not for the faint of heart. This infamous 
canned, fermented herring has one of the most putrid smells 
in the world. In fact, some airlines even prohibit passengers 
from carrying suströmming onto aircrafts based on claims 
that the pressurised cans are subject to explosion. When 
opened, surströmming releases a strong and sometimes 
overwhelming odour, so it is usually eaten outside. 
Surströmming are normally eaten at the end of August.

Gravad lax

For salmon lovers, the dill cured salmon in Sweden is just 
spectacular and you should eat it with every opportunity you 
have.

Raggmunk 

Raggmunk are pancakes made from grated or ground potato, 
flour, and egg, seasoned with onions and garlic, and served 
with thick cuts of bacon and lingonberry preserve. 
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It remains one of the most popular local dishes because of its 
savoury balance between sweetness from the lingonberries, 
buttery saltiness from the raggmunk pancakes, and fatty grease 
from the bacon.

Knäckebröd: Crisp Bread

The crisp bread, often known as knäckebröd in Swedish, was 
once considered a poor manʼs food, but nevertheless, it has been 
a popular bread baked in Sweden over the last 500 years. The 
bread is also one of the most common sides served together with 
a main course dish. While the bread can be topped with basics 
like cheese and ham, most Swedes prefer to eat it with delicious 
caviar. This is an option to be served on the breakfast table.

Lingonberry

These charming red berries come with almost everything on 
Stockholmʼs menus. The popular fruit tastes and looks like a 
cranberry and sprouts throughout Scandinavia. Swedes usually 
prefer lingonberries in jam, and they combine it with foods like 
meatballs, steak, potatoes and porridge.

Cinnamon buns

Before heading to Gamla Stan or the ABBA museum, grab a quick 
coffee and cinnamon bun or roll, called Kanelbullar, for the road. 
These buns originate from Sweden and present a wholesome 
breakfast or afternoon snack for caffeine fanatics.

Princess cake

Prinsesstårta slices make Swedish locals swell with excitement 
at celebrations. The first recipe appeared in 1948 and was well 
received by the Swedish princesses of the time, giving the 
confection its modern-day name. 
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Bakers layer sponge cake, cream and berries and shroud 
them in a blanket of bright green marzipan to make this 
cherished dessert.

Save your clean-eating week for Stockholm

The vegan offerings in this city are unrivalled. You can order 
your coffee with oat, almond or soy milk in most cafes, get 
delicious vegan ice cream in stores or at Stikki Nikki, or try 
vegan pulled pork (called oomph) in Max Burger, Vigårda and 
many other burger establishments.

Lunch

Lunch starts early in Sweden and is the biggest meal of the 
day. Restaurants typically offer buffet lunches for a fixed price 
and start serving at noon sharp. Oh, and there wonʼt normally 
be any desserts on the table, but you can save your sweet 
tooth for later (see fika)!

The flavours of fika

‘Fikaʼ is the Swedish coffee and cake ritual that means 
that the best cafes in the city will be full to the brim in the 
afternoons, especially at weekends. The traditional fika is 
with a cinnamon bun, but some cafes do their own variations: 
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the rhubarb crumble buns at Fabrique, or the pistachio and 
blackcurrant version at Il Caffe are some favourites. Itʼs a crowded 
time, but well worth pushing in.

Restaurants

Sturehof

Sturehof is a seafood and shellfish restaurant located on the 
Stureplan in central Stockholm, Sweden. The origins of the 
restaurant are generally traced back to 1897, when Ernst Marcus 
opened a beer bar called Malta in the building.

Address: Stureplan 2, Stockholm 

Riche

For over a hundred years, the dining rooms and bars at Riche 
have been a social hub for both the power and cultural elite, 
young hippies, old foxes and ordinary people. Riche is located at 
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Birger Jarlsgatan 4 in Stockholm. The restaurant got its name as 
early as 1893 when the property was erected. 

Address: Birger Jarlsgatan 2, Stockholm 

Hallwylska

Hallwylska reataurant and bar may be one of the most beautiful 
inner courtyards in Stockholm. This is the place for dinner and 
drinks or just some refreshments after a visit to the Hallwyl 
Museum – or even lunch with a palace view. The food is created 
by award-winning chef Jonas Lundgren. Open during summer 
months only. 

Address: Hamngatan 4, Stockholm

Meatballs for the people

Meatballs for the People is a restaurant in the south of Stockholm 
”Södermalm” that only serves meatballs. Meatballs serves 14 
different varieties of organic meatballs ranging from rooster, to 
moose ox, pig, salmon and vegetable. 
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All the meatballs are 
handmade from organic, 
locally sourced produce . 
If youʼre eager to try 
Swedish food, youʼll have 
to go here. 

Address: Nytorgsgatan 30, Stockholm 
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innovate at the crossroads of digital and physical technology. Our 
industries develop and manufacture the products, systems and services 

that enable a prosperous and sustainable future.
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of technology to society.
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